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Unit IV: Sample FRQ 

Sensation and Perception 

Charlie is out in his yard playing baseball with his friends one sunny afternoon when a ball hits 
him in the knee.  Discuss how each of the following components would affect Charlie’s 
sensation and/or perception of this experience: 

Improper functioning of the visual system 
Binocular depth cues 
Attention 
Gate-control theory of pain 
Sensory adaptation 

Rubric: 

Students should relate responses to each item by directly linking it to Charlie’s experience. 
General explanations about these processes without a connection to Charlie’s experience should 
not score. 

Point 1: Improper functioning of the visual system 

Students can discuss any of the following aspects of improper visual system functioning in 
relation to Charlie’s experience: 

o Misshapen eyeballs causing nearsightedness/farsightedness
o Misshapen lens causing astigmatism
o Damage/disease to any part of the eye (cornea, lens, retina) or visual cortex (occipital

lobe)
o Having the ball fall within Charlie’s blindspot
o Being colorblind (and the team using a colored ball)
o Etc.

NOTE: The answer should discuss how Charlie could not see the ball properly due to improper 
functioning of his visual system, which leads to his being hit by the ball.  Correct functioning 
should not be the main way students discuss this point. 

Point 2: Binocular depth cues 

Students can discuss how Charlie failed to use or did not properly use binocular depth cues to 
avoid being hit by the ball.  Students should discuss either convergence issues or retinal 
disparity.  Examples could include: 

o perhaps he had only one functioning eye
o something got in one of his eyes as the ball was coming toward him
o he was focusing on the wrong objects and misjudged the distance
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Point 3: Attention 

Students should discuss Charlie’s lack of attention being the reason the ball hit him.  Students 
can discuss this point in terms of the following: 

o signal detection (the ball wasn’t a big enough signal for him due to distraction/lack of
attention) 

OR 
o selective attention (he was paying attention to something else and didn’t hear the sounds

of the ball coming toward him).

Point 4: Gate-control theory of pain 

Students should discuss how pain signals are carried on free nerve endings/smaller nerve fibers 
and therefore can be gated off in the spinal cord by signals carried on larger nerve fibers that are 
directly connected to the sensory receptors.  Charlie could ease his pain in his knee somewhat by 
stimulating these larger nerve endings (i.e., through pressure to another part of the leg). 

Point 5: Sensory adaptation 

Students should discuss that, with time, the pain sensations will not be as noticeable due to 
sensory adaptation.  Charlie’s brain will begin to focus on other, more novel sensations as time 
passes.  However, students may also point out that he will again feel the pain when he is 
reminded of it or when it changes somehow (i.e, when he moves his leg, etc.).   


